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ABSTRACT
Analysis towards certain slope at Malaysia is important due to many tragedy 
occurred effect by the slope failure. The purpose of this study is to analyze the slope 
stability at KM 99 and 101, Maran Highway that carried out by using computer 
simulation software, slope/ W by Geoslope. The analysis is divided into four (4) different 
case, which is natural slope condition, protection of slope using slope benching, ground 
anchor and soil nail method. The computation for the factor of safety is required and from 
the result achieved; then the proposed slope protection is applied to improve ground 
stability. The data (Soil Investigation report) collected from the IKRAM Sdn. Bhd. is 
important to gather the parameter needed for analysis. The output of this study using 
Morgenstern and Price’s method establishes the FOS value for natural condition of the 
slope is below the minimum requirement for safe slope which is 0.796. Presence of 
excess pore water pressure beneath the slope ground layer through rainfall affected the 
ground stability of the slope. Thus, slope protection must be installed to improve the 
stability. The result after applying the protection shows the increased in stability; and the 
highest FOS value is achieved by soil nailing method with 1.591 and followed by 
anchoring and benching method with 1.229 and 1.164. After safety and economical 
criteria are considered, soil nailing method is chosen. The immense friction between the 
soils nails and soil layer produce an additional grip and hold the slope from easily slide. 
vABSTRAK
Analisis terhadap cerun tertentu di Malaysia adalah penting disebabkan oleh 
banyak tragedi telah berlaku kesan daripada kegagalan cerun. Tujuan kajian ini ialah 
untuk menganalisis kestabilan cerun di KM 99 and 101, Lebuhraya Maran yang 
dilaksanakan dengan menggunakan perisian simulasi komputer, ‘slope/ W’ daripada 
Geoslope. Analisis ini dibahagikan kepada empat (4) kes yang berbeza, iaitu keadaan 
semulajadi cerun, perlindungan cerun menggunakan kaedah cerun bertingkat, sauh tanah 
dan paku tanah. Pengiraan faktor keselamatan adalah diperlukan dan daripada hasil yang 
telah dicapai; kemudian perlindungan cerun yang dicadangkan dipasang untuk membaiki 
kestabilan tanah. Data (laporan penyiasatan tanah) telah dikumpul daripada IKRAM Sdn. 
Bhd. adalah penting untuk menghimpun parameter yang diperlukan untuk analisis. 
Hasilan daripada kajian ini dengan menggunakan kaedah Morgenstern and Price’s 
membuktikan nilai FOS untuk keadaan semulajadi cerun itu ialah di bawah keperluan 
minima untuk cerun selamat iaitu 0.796. Kehadiran lebihan tekanan air di bawah lapisan 
tanah cerun melalui air hujan memberi kesan pada kestabilan tanah cerun. Demikian, 
perlindungan cerun mesti dipasang untuk membaiki kestabilan. Hasil selepas mengenakan 
perlindungan menunjukkan peningkatan dalam kestabilan; dan nilai FOS tertinggi telah 
dicapai oleh kaedah memaku tanah dengan 1.591 dan diikuti oleh kaedah menyauh dan 
meneres dengan 1.229 dan 1.164. Selepas kritera keselamatan dan ekonomikal 
dititikberatkan, kaedah memaku tanah telah dipilih. Geseran yang sangat besar antara 
paku-paku tanah dan lapisan tanah menghasilkan lebihan cengkaman dan memegang 
cerun tersebut daripada tergelincir dengan mudah. 
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1     
   CHAPTER 1
          INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Malaysia has undergone a rapid infrastructure development for the past decade 
due to the population growth. Many buildings and houses have to be built even at the 
risky area such as hilly or mountainous region. In order to cope with the population 
exceeding, civil engineers have to come out with the project at the mountainous region.  
As a consequence, slope stability issues have been the main threat in construction 
industry affect by the nature topography of Malaysia. 
Lately, we were surprised with a tragic landslide at Bukit Antarabangsa on 
December 2008 that has lead to the great loss in property and life. This is not the first 
occasion ours country experienced the landslide failure. The collapse of Block 1 of 
Highland Tower in 1994, slope failure at Taman Hillview in November 2002 and 
followed by the landslide at Bukit Lanjan in 2003 had prompted our government and 
public to concern about the stability of slope and the risk involve in such circumstance.
2As stated by Samjwal (2006), landslide is defined as the movement of a mass of 
rock, debris or earth down the slope, when the shear stress exceeds the shear strength of 
the material. Thus, detailed study to provide the appropriate analysis of slope stability is 
needed in order to minimize the disaster tragedies from being repeated. 
According to Hamdan et al (2007), another risky location that may have high 
possibility of slope failure is at the expressways or highways which have been 
experiencing deep excavation. The civil engineers must therefore give serious 
considerations before any construction or development is carried out to ensure the 
designed slope remain stable. The slope stability analysis is generally carried out at the 
beginning, and sometimes throughout the life of projects during planning, design, 
construction, improvement, rehabilitation, and maintenance. Engineers, geologists, 
contractors, and maintenance workers may take part or involve in this process.
There are several factors that contributed to the slope failure, but they are more 
likely to occur in certain season if triggered by weather events. For example rainfall has 
been the biggest contributor to landslide. As addition, our country receives annual rainfall 
about 2000 to 3000 mm per year. The existence of excess water through rainfall will 
penetrate into the ground and makes the slope become active. Not just decreasing the 
overall strength of slope failure, the excess water penetration plus the already 
groundwater will increase the water pressure in the ground and activate seepage flow in 
the soil. Seepage reduces the stability of the slope by making it easier to slide between 
each other. An increase of moisture content in soil will reduces the soil shear strength and 
thus decreases slope safety (Akmal, 2006).
31.2 Objective
The objectives that we have to achieve at the end of this research are: 
i. To produce slope stability analysis for Maran Highway slope using slope/W
software.
ii. To propose a method to improve ground stability at Maran Highway slope.
1.3 Scope of study
The study is focused on the use of the slope/W software (by GEO-SLOPE) to 
analyze the probability of failure of a slope. The minimum factor of safety will be 
computed or calculated by the software using the several parameters and values from the 
soil investigation reports data. The data consists of soil investigation report is gathered 
from the Kump. IKRAM Sdn. Bhd. (IKRAM) for the case study area. Maran Highway 
has been selected as a case study which is located at the middle of Pahang Darul Makmur 
state. The location of Maran is shown in Figure 1.1.
4Figure 1.1: Location of Maran (www.googlemaps.com)
51.4 Importance of study
The understanding towards geotechnical engineering especially in slope stability 
can help civil engineers and geologists when entering the field site. Civil engineers must 
able to understand and analyze the stability of slope in order to provide the better 
construction industry in future without harmful. Slope stability analyses and stabilization 
require an understanding and evaluation of the processes that govern the behavior of 
slopes. Fail to deal with the slope behavior will leads to the serious matter. Better 
understanding of the slope including the degree of slope-cut, the type of soil and even the 
factor that can affect the soil strength is required to offer the suitable analysis so the 
engineer can counter the slope failure problem. 
1.5 Problem statement
Slope stability is a challenging task for the civil engineer to solve it. Analysis of 
slope stability is carried out to minimize the occurrences of slope failure or landslide.
Slope along the highway which have been experiencing deep excavations are very 
vulnerable to slope failure and thus landslide. Thus, the initial soil investigation has to be 
done properly in order to achieve the actual soil condition for the certain place where we 
want to start construction. The slope stability analysis has to be mentioned strictly 
because it will determine whether the slope is safe to live in. The data we collected from 
IKRAM Sdn. Bhd. (IKRAM)) can be used in calculating the factor of safety using the 
appropriate software. 
6  CHAPTER 2
    LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The developments in soil and rock mechanics have triggered the evolution of 
slope stability analyses in geotechnical engineering. Our concern about certain matters 
regarding to slope failure must be slimmed out by a proper or best slope analysis to avoid 
it from happen frequently. Refer to Das (2007), an exposed ground surface that stands at 
an angle with the horizontal is called unrestrained slope. Slopes occurrences can be 
categorized in two major: naturally or engineered by humans. Slope stability problems 
have been faced throughout history when men and women or nature has disrupted the 
frail balance of natural soil slopes. 
The first outward sign of slope instability is usually a tension crack in the ground 
behind the crest of the slope, sometimes accompanied by slumping of the soil in front of 
the crack (Felix, 2003). The rate of failure is generally fairly slow, developing over a 
period of hours to days. For the front part of this chapter, review about investigation of 
7slope instability including classification systems that available and factors contributing to 
instability will be discussed. 
However, the constructions at hilly region (cut and fill) have to be carried out in 
order to satisfy the human demand or needed due to the short of space. Thus, the need to 
understand analytical methods, investigate tools, and stabilization methods to solve slope 
stability problems must be achieved. Able to reach the high understanding of slope 
stabilization method can guaranteed the stability of slope itself. 
An understanding of geology, hydrology, and soil properties is central to applying 
slope stability principles properly. Analyses must be based upon a model that accurately 
represents site subsurface conditions, ground behavior, and applied load. Judgment 
regarding acceptable risk or factors of safety must be made to assess the result of 
analyses. 
Slope failures are usually precipitated by a variation in conditions, such a change 
in rainfall, drainage, loading or surface stability due to plant removal. Some changes may 
occur immediately after the construction, or it will take several or even decade of years to 
slowly occurs, or they may imposed suddenly at any possible time. 
In the analysis of both cut and built slopes it is necessary to consider both 
immediate and long-term stability condition. It is also necessary to consider whether 
failure is likely along a newly created slip surface, or along the pre-existing one, since the 
difference between the peak and residual shear strength in some soils may be 
considerable (Roy, 2001). 
82.2 History of slope analysis development
The deterministic analysis of slope stability basically involves the calculation of 
factor of safety for trial slip surfaces and the search for a slip surface with the minimum 
or critical factor of safety. The factor of safety calculation can be based on a wide range 
of methods, dependants on the likely mode of slope failure and the user’s option (Felix, 
2003). 
One of the earliest analyses which are still used in many applications involving 
earth pressure was proposed by Coulomb in 1773. According to Felix (2003), Coulomb
idea on produce solution approach for earth pressure against retaining walls used plane 
sliding surfaces, which was extended to analysis of slope in 1820 by Francais.   
Beyond 1840, experience with cuttings and embankments for railways and canals 
in England and France show that many failure surfaces in clay were not plane, but 
significantly curved. Later, there are reports regarding the curved failure surfaces from 
the failure of pier structures in Sweden around the year of 1916. 
In analyzing these failures, cylindrical surfaces were used and the sliding soil 
mass was divided into a number of vertical slices. The procedure is sometimes referred to 
as the “Swedish method of slices”. By mid 1950’s further attention was given to the 
methods of analysis using circular and non-circular sliding surfaces. In recent years, 
numerical methods have also been used in the slope stability analysis with the rapid 
development of computer hardware and software (Felix, 2003). 
92.3 Movement in natural and artificial (man-made) slopes
In all slopes there exists an inherent tendency to degrade to a more stable form 
(ultimately towards horizontal) and in this context instability is constructed as the 
tendency to move, and failure as an actual mass movement (Roy, 2001). The main forces 
that lead to the instability are both gravity and seepage, while there is resistance towards 
the failure consequential mainly from a combination of slope geometry or shape and the 
shear strength of the soil or rock mass itself.
Mass movement can we defined as the result of a shear failure along an internal 
surface or when there are general decreases in effective stress between particles. Some 
types of the movement (failure) have been observed; three (3) classes to be considered:
2.3.1 Falls
These are characterized by movement away from existing discontinuities, such as joints, 
fissures, steeply-inclined bedding planes, fault planes, etc. and within which the slope 
failure assisted or precipitated by the effects of water or ice pressure (Roy, 2001). Figure 
2.1 shows the example of falls.
Figure 2.1: Falls (Roy, 2001)
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2.3.2 Slides
In this form of movement, the mass remain basically intact while sliding along a definite 
failure surface. This form consists of two structural sub-divisions:
(a) Translational slides happen when there is linear movement of rocks blocks 
along soil layer or surface lying near to the (sloping) surface (Roy, 2001). 
These movements are normally fairly shallow and parallel to the surface as 
shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Translational Slide (Roy, 2001)
(b) Rotational slips occur in homogeneous soft rocks or cohesive soils. The 
movement takes place along the curved shear surface in such a way that 
the slipping mass slumps down near the top of the slope and bulges up 
near the toe (Roy, 2001). Detail of this mode of movement can be seen in 
Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Rotational Slide (Roy, 2001)
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2.3.3 Flows
The soil at surface moves partially or wholly as a fluid. The flowing mass often exists in 
weak saturated soils when the pore pressure has increased plus decreasing the shear 
strength of soil (Roy, 2001). The example of this flow mode is shown in Figure 2.4.
         Figure 2.4: Flow (Roy, 2001)
2.4 Classification of slope failure
Landslides, slips, slumps, mudflows, rock falls, are some of terms that are 
normally used to describe the movement of slopes under the influence of gravity. In view 
of the wide scope or range of different ways in which these movements can occur, a 
system of description and classification is required, so that all individual can describe in 
standard or uniform parameters. Besides that, it is also important so the technical 
literature is consistent.
There are too many classifications system that are available. Varnes (1978) 
classification system, which takes in account types of movement and types of material, is 
illustrated in Table 2.1. Table 2.2 enables the user to know the major parts/ factors of the 
movement, including the movement form, failure surface form (arc, planar, etc.), mass 
coherency, constitution and failure cause. As addition, Figure 2.2 has classified the form 
of slope failure in terms of the velocity of the movement. 
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Felix (2003) found that major source of difficulty with these schemes is the 
limited terminology which can be used to describe different types of mass. This may 
gives a different assumptions or analysis on the various results from different 
practitioners but there are also have are very close similarity. The classification system 
can avoid the problem of the slope failure by reduce the large gap of unsimilarity between 
each system. Below are the notable schemes of classification system which have different 
perspective or evaluation for certain slope failure or movement of soil mass; 
Table 2.1: Varnes Classification System (Felix, 2003)
Type of movement
Type of material
Bedrock Engineering soil
Predominantly 
coarse
Predominantly 
fine
Falls Rock fall Debris fall Earth fall
Topples Rock topple Debris topple Earth topple
Slides
Rotational Few units Rock slump Debris slump Earth slump
Translation
Rock block 
slide
Debris block 
slide
Earth block 
slide
Many units Rock slide Debris slide Earth slide
Lateral spreads Rock spread Debris spread Earth spread
Flows
Rock flow
(deep creep)
Debris flow
(soil creep)
Earth flow
(soil creep)
Complex
Combination of two or more principle types 
of movement
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Table 2.2: A classification of slope failure (Felix, 2003)
Type Form Definition
Falls
Free fall Sudden dislodgement of single or multiple blocks 
of soil or rock which fall in free descent.
Topples Overturning of a rock block about a pivot point 
located below its center of gravity.
Slides
Rotational or slump Relatively slow movement of an essential coherent 
block (or blocks) of soil, rock, or soil-rock mixture 
along some well-defined ach-shaped failure 
surface.
Planar or 
translational
Slow to rapid movement of an essential coherent 
block (or blocks) of soil or rock along some well-
defined planar failure surface.
Subclasses
 Block glide
 Wedges
 Lateral 
spreading
 Debris slide
 A single block moving along a planar 
surface.
 Block or blocks moving along intersecting 
planar surface.
 A number of intact block moving as 
separate units with differing displacement.
 Soil-rock mixture moving along a planar 
rock surface.
Avalanches Rock or debris Rapid to very rapid movement of an incoherent 
mass of rock or soil-rock debris wherein the 
original structure of the formation is no longer 
discernible, occurring along an ill-defined surface.
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Type Form Definition
Flows Debris, sand, silt, 
mud, soil
Soil or rock-soil debris moving as a viscous fluid
or slurry, usually terminating at distances far 
beyond the failure zone: resulting from excessive 
pore pressure. (subclassed according to material 
type).
Creep Slow, imperceptible down slope movement of soil 
or soil-rock mixtures.
Solifuction Shallow portions of the regolith moving down 
slope at moderate to slow rates in Artic to sub-
Artic climates during period of thaw over a surface 
usually consisting of frozen ground.
Complex Involves combinations of the above, usually 
occurring as a change from one form to another 
during failure with one form predominant. 
Table 2.1 shows the classification system produces by Varnes which is mentioned 
the type of material for each kind of movement. The definition of the type and its form 
(slope failure) are shown at Table 2.2 above. While Figure 2.5 illustrated about the 
velocity of movement of the slope failure.   
